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Abstract:
Latest advancements in technology paved its way to handle complicated tasks in a much simpler
manner. Good communication skills are essential to allow others and yourself to understand
information more accurately and quickly. For a convincing communication to happen, physical
gestures can be measured as a powerful mean. Considering the gesture-based communication as
a criterion, we can even facilitate our work while using computers. This sort of improvement can
be done by Automation. It plays a vital role in order to make this happen. The main priority of
this system is to be simple, easy and user friendly without making any special hardware. Gesture
based desktop automation system provides us with an innovative, natural, user friendly way of
interaction with the computer which is more familiar to the human beings. In this , first, the
model is pre trained on the images of different hand gestures, like, showing numbers with fingers
– 0,1,2,3,4,5. This model uses the integrated webcam to capture the video frame. The image of
the gesture captured in the video frame is compared with the pre-trained model and the gesture is
identified. Desktop automation functionalities like opening browser, file explorer, calculator,
notepad etc. will be executed if the gesture is recognized. This system will work as one of the
futuristic of Artificial Intelligence and Computer Vision with user interface.
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1. Introduction
Modern developments in computer
software and related technologies have
provided a valuable service to the users. In
everyday life, physical gestures are a
powerful means of communication. Use of
the full potential of physical gesture is also
something that most human computer
dialogues lack [12]. Automation is the key
to such development. The modern IT
environment needs to be dynamic, and
should be able to scale quickly—automation
is necessary. As computers have become
effectively a part of our lives, people began
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to think deliberately if there was a more
natural way to interact with these devices,
other than making use of the traditional
mouse and keyboard. This has paved its way
to the advent of a new arena: Human
Computer Interaction (HCI).
The prominence of HCI is rising day
by day as the industry requires a lot more of
Virtual and Augmented Reality as it excites
people to make use of an advance level of
interaction that suits the term ‗virtual
reality‘, which mimics reality, where we use
our voice, senses and gestures to
communicate with the world. When we
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think about the term ‗basic interaction‘, the
first thought is to touch things by moving
our hands. This further leads to highlight the
usage of hand gesture recognition as it is the
base of HCI [11].
In recent years, human computer
interface research has been limited to
approaches focused on the use of a
keyboard,
joystick,
mouse, graphics
panel and so on. This development has
rapidly progressed with the advent of voice,
ive displays, sound, vision, and other
techniques that offer a much higher quality
and seamless interactions between a
human and machine [14].
Humans are able to recognize body
and sign language easily. This is possible
due to the combination of vision and
synaptic interactions that were formed along
brain development. In order to replicate this
skill in computers, some problems need to
be solved: how to separate objects of interest
in images and which image capture
technology and classification technique are
more appropriate, among others. This paper
intents to discover and identify the
prevailing options for hand gesture
recognition in a common framework. Every
individual today, possesses a laptop with a
front-facing camera. If we concentrate on
this, then we can probably build an easier
way to communicate with the masses [13].
The chore of hand gesture
recognition is one of the vital and key
problem in Computer Vision. The primary
step in any hand processing system is to spot
the hand and to localize it in the image. The
hand detection is a challenging task due to
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the variations in the posture, angle, site and
scale. And also, diverse lighting conditions
increase additional inconsistency.
This builds a real time gesture
classification system that can automatically
detect gestures in natural lighting condition.
In order to accomplish this objective, a real
time gesture-based system is developed to
identify gestures. Gesture Based Desktop
Automation is to enhance desktop
automation based on gesture recognition.
This system will work as one of futuristic of
Artificial Intelligence and computer vision
with user interface. The main priority of this
system is to be simple, easy and user
friendly without making any special
hardware. All computation will occur on
single PC or workstation. Only hardware
used is Digital Camera to detect the gestures
and automate the functionalities of desktop
to simplify our everyday tasks.
Recently, the range of gestures
available for communicating with handheld
devices and consumer electronic devices has
expanded expeditiously. This creates a
system that can control the desktop
applications using Gesture-based detection
which enables us to access the desktop
functionalities effortlessly and proficiently
[15].
The Gesture recognition with various
hand motions is intensifying at incredible
speed for the ultramodern products and
services. Many hi-tech companies are
emerging technology on the basis of hand
gesture recognition system which comprises
of corporations like Samsung, Microsoft,
Sony and including the devices like Laptop,
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Professional and LED lights, Hand held
devices. etc. The verticals are including
Gesture technology in several arenas like
Artificial
Intelligence,
Entertainment,
Education, Automation and Medical fields.
The future aim in the field of Gesture
Recognition is to make it cost effective and
economical which is possible when proper
amount of investment is applied on research
and development. Converting data into
features with the fusion of technology and
human intelligence is a commendable
feature which has paved a way to many
innovations. This gesture recognition
technology has been very effective in the
advancement of Smart phones. They have
come across massive expanse by enhancing
the viewing and reading features with
touchless gestures using this gesture
recognition system. Google Glass is also an
application under similar cadre.
Nowadays, this technology has also
been entrenched into smart televisions and
alike applications, which can be effortlessly
controlled and managed by Hand gestures
and Voice options. Hand Gesture may also
be practised in terms of Medical Assistance
and Robotic Nurse in the medical
department. With the rapid growth in
technology, revolutionary changes regarding
the future makes it quite unpredictable but
the point to be noted is that, the forthcoming
of gesture recognition will be evergreen and
is going to stay for a long time with more
beneficial, exciting and life touching
experiences [16].
Gesture control technology shows
great potential in education. The future work
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of the use of gesture control technology in
higher
education
is
to
increase
experimentation
in
the
teaching
environment. For the best results and user
satisfaction, it is also expected to perform
more calibrations on the product and
improve the accuracy of the software.
Another direction of future work should
include testing gesture control technology,
as well as augmented reality (AR) and
virtual reality (VR). This will be the next
step in the virtual laboratory, which can be
used in many scientific disciplines and
engineering laboratories.
2. Relevant Work
Udit Kumar et al. proposed a paper:
―Hand Gesture Controlled Laptop Using
Arduino‖: In this paper, the operations of the
computer or laptop‘s desktop functionalities
are controlled through various hand gestures
of human. The design mainly involved with
HMI (Human Machine Interface) system
that is able to control the system
applications such as volume offsetting,
scroll vertical and horizontal, tab shifting
etc., without using any mouse, keyboard, or
joystick. The system control with simple
unique gestures of hands reduces the space
between user and machine. In the present
paper basic Arduino Uno is used to support
the hand gesture-based system control [1].
Dr. Jabbar Raheem Rashed et al.
proposed a paper: ―New method for hand
gesture recognition using wavelet neural
network‖. The paper presents a technique
where an image of hand gesture will be
passed through four stages, preprocessing,
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normalization, feature extraction, and
classification. The wavelet neural network is
used to build information models because it
can handle very complex interactions. The
practical system is simulated using
MATLAB. The performance of suggested
method is excellent compared with
traditional approaches and the final results
of selected patterns recognition are powerful
[2].
Smit Desai et al. proposed a paper:
―Human Computer Interaction Through
Hand Gestures for Home Automation Using
Microsoft Kinect‖: In this paper we have
used Microsoft Kinect for image capturing
along with some important computer vision
(CV) and digital image processing
techniques (DIP) for hand gesture
recognition. Arduino Uno microcontroller
and relay circuits are used for controlling
electrical devices. The algorithm presented
gives here is an assistive application useful
for physically challenged and senior citizens
with an accuracy of 88% [3].
Sushmita Nooka et al. proposed a
paper:
―Gesture
Controlled
Home
Automation Using CNN‖: This paper
method discusses the latest approach. The
previous methods have seen the use of
accelerometers, which are fixed on the hand
as they are considered to be the best tool for
carrying out such practices. These models
are accurate but not flexible and portable.
Our system is based on remote control home
automation where-in our remote is an
android application. In our system, the
smartphone camera is used to give gestures
as input to the gesture recognition model to
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filter and predict the gesture. Web-based
automation communicates directly with
raspberry pi to control home appliances [4].
Udit Kumar et al. proposed a paper:
―Access lens: a gesture-based screen reader
for real-world documents‖: This paper
describes the development of Access Lens
hardware and software, the iterative design
of Access Lens in collaboration with blind
computer users, and opportunities for future
development. Access Lens is a new
interaction method that uses computer
vision-based gesture tracking to enable blind
people to use accessible gestures on paper
documents and other physical objects, such
as product packages, device screens, and
home appliances by converting text to
speech [5].
Tomi Heimonen et al. proposed a
paper: ―Designing Gesture-Based Control
for Factory Automation‖: This reports the
development and evaluation of a gesturebased interaction prototype for controlling
the loading station of a factory automation
system. In this context, gesture-based
interaction has the potential to free users
from the tedious physical controls but it
must also account for safety considerations
and users‘ perceptions. An optimal
interaction is challenging but practical in
order to make the interaction an emotionally
pleasurable and novel experience [6].
Haitham Badi et al. proposed a
paper: ―Recent methods in vision-based
hand gesture recognition‖. The proposed
system presents a recognition algorithm to
recognize a set of six specific static hand
gestures, namely: Open, Close, Cut, Paste,
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Maximize, and Minimize. The hand gesture
image is passed through three stages,
namely, pre-processing, feature extraction,
and classification. The back-propagation
learning algorithm is employed in the multilayer neural network classifier. The results
show that hand contour method has a
performance of (71.30 %) recognition, while
complex
moments
have
a
better
performance of (86.90 %) recognition rate
[7].
Dinh-Son-Tran et al. proposed a
paper: ―Real-Time Hand Gesture Spotting
and Recognition Using RGB-D Camera and
3D Convolutional Neural Network‖. In this
paper, we propose a novel method for
fingertip detection and hand gesture
recognition in real-time using an RGB-D
camera and a 3D convolution neural
network (3DCNN). This system can
accurately and robustly extract fingertip
locations and recognize gestures in realtime. The experimental results showed that
our system has a high level of accuracy of
hand gesture recognition and is considered
to be a good approach to a gesture-based
interface [8].
Priyanka D. Hatwar et al. proposed a
paper: ―Home Automation System Based on
Gesture Recognition System‖: This paper
presents an effective method to overcome
the problems faced by old age or disable
people using speech recognition.This system
is both software and hardware designed
using MATLAB R2009a. This system is
divided into three main parts namely voice
train process, voice recognition process and
integration of hardware with MATLAB.
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This system used speaker dependent
method. This proposed design is novel in the
way that it is controlling loads by speech
recognition using MATLAB to turn on/off
loads via parallel port of a computer [9].
Yanan Xu et al. proposed a paper:
―Review of Hand Gesture Recognition
Study‖. This paper reviewed the current
study status and application of gesture
recognition aiming to summarize the
commonly used hand gesture recognition
methods, analysis their strength and weak
points, and list the challenging problems in
current research of hand gesture recognition
system. It also tells that Studies on hand
gesture recognition is very important for the
development of new human-centered
human-computer interaction [10].
3. Proposed Architecture
In this, first, the model is pre trained with
the images of different hand gestures, such
as, showing numbers with fingers as
0,1,2,3,4,5. This model uses the integrated
webcam to capture the video frame. The
image of the gesture captured in the video
frame is compared with the pre-trained
model and the gesture is identified. If the
gesture predicted is 0, then it opens
Notepad; if 1 is detected, then it opens File
explorer; if 2 is detected, then it opens
Calculator. Likewise, if 3,4,5 is detected
then it opens Google, YouTube, Facebook
respectively. The figure below describes the
architecture.
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Fig. 1: Proposed
Architecture
4. Discussion & Results
After completion of model building, flask
app is built and executed. Then the
following results are showcased.

Fig 2: Home page
When the application runs, the localhost
displays the above web page i.e., home
page.
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Fig 3: Introduction
When ―Introduction‖ button is clicked, the
above webpage is displayed where the
introduction is defined.

Fig 4: Gesture-0
The ―Launch‖ button launches the camera in
order to detect the hand gesture. When the
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gesture is identified, the respective action
for the gesture shown is performed. In the
above figure, it is noticed that ―Notepad‖ is
opened when 0 is detected.

Fig 5: Gesture – 1
Likewise, ―File Explorer‖ is opened when 1
is detected.
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Fig 6:
Gesture – 2
―Calculator‖ is opened when gesture is
recognized as 2.

Fig
7:Gesture – 3
When gesture is recognized as 3, then
―Google‖ is opened.
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Fig
8:Gesture – 4
When gesture is recognized as 4, then
―YouTube‖ is opened.

Fig
9:Gesture – 5
―Facebook‖ is opened when gesture detected
is 5.
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Finally, the gesture recognition system
works efficiently where the gestures are
recognized and their corresponding results
are showcased
5. Conclusions
The
prominence
of
gesture
recognition deceits in building effective
human machine interaction. Its application
range varies from sign language recognition
to virtual reality. Hand gesture recognition
algorithm is comparatively robust and
precise. The working of Convolutional
Neural Networks may not be fast, so there is
trade-off between accuracy and speed.
Gesture recognition technology uses
mathematical algorithms to interpret human
gestures and actions. The camera detects the
gesture, which is then interpreted by the
computer process. This technology is very
useful in robotics and playgrounds, and
helps control.
Gesture control technology can be
considered as a useful approach in
education. Although at this stage, practical
usage of the technology in teaching and
learning activities are not
widely
acknowledged. In order to use the gesture
control product in academia, it requires
extensive customisation of software, often
requiring developers. In most cases, the
university does not have such resources to
support the work. Also, the effectiveness of
the gesture control products still needs
improving. It takes time to calibrate the
product, and in order to control the product,
users will need to spend time training and
practicing. Gesture control products are not
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yet as intuitive as they claim to be or have
the potential to be.
The performance of the proposed
method is highly dependent on the results of
manual detection. If there is a moving object
with a skin colour, the object exists in the
hand detection result, thereby reducing the
performance of gesture recognition.
However, machine learning algorithms can
distinguish hands from the bottom. Time-offlight (ToF) cameras provide depth
information, which can improve hand
detection performance. Therefore, in future
work, machine learning methods and ToF
cameras can be used to solve complex
potential problems and improve the
robustness of manual detection.
By using hand gestures, the user can
operate the virtual environment. The user‘s
hand gesture is mimicked by the virtual
hand. During the initialisation segment, the
user provides the sample gestures to the
model. In the recognition segment, the
system matches up the input gestures against
the sample gestures. This requires no
special hardware, apart from the camera.The
recognition algorithm built is relatively fast,
simple and easy to use, which can be run on
a workstation in real-time. It is robust
against varying lighting environments. It
also upholds the accuracy, even in a
situation where different hands are used.
Hence, gesture based desktop automation
promises extensive range of applications in
almost every field
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